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Abstract: The Poloniny Dark-Sky Park (48 519 ha) is located in the extreme north-east corner of the Slovakia, bordering Poland and Ukraine. The Park is located on the territory 

of the Poloniny National Park, which has a very low density of habitation and the human influence on its environment is minimal. The Park is the darkest site in Slovakia and is demarcated 

by Poloniny National Park (29 805 ha), its protection zone (10 973 ha) and a select area in the cadastral territory (7 740 ha). The Poloniny Dark-Sky Park was officially proclaimed 

on 3 December 2010 based on a memorandum of 6 partnership organizations. The role of the Park is to inform the public of exceptional night preservation environment in the territory, 

educate in protection of the night-time environment and light pollution, promote and protect the natural dark night sky. The Poloniny National Park is part of the International Biosphere 

Reservation the East Carpathians (213 211 ha) declared by UNESCO in 1998, the only one in the world which contains the joined territories of three countries (Slovakia, Poland, Ukraine). 

Poloniny Dark-Sky Park 
 

The Poloniny Dark-Sky Park was declared in the Slovak town of Snina on 3 December 2010 by signing 

a memorandum by six partner organizations (Astronomical Institute of the Slovak Academy of Sciences, 

Administration of Poloniny National Park, Slovak Union of Amateur Astronomers, Faculty of Science of Pavol 

Jozef Šafárik University in Košice, Slovak Astronomical Society, and Vihorlat Observatory Humenné). It origi-

nated on the occasion of the International Year of Biodiversity 2010 as the first area of dark-sky in Slovakia. 

The territory of Poloniny Dark-Sky Park is demarcated by the Poloniny National Park itself, its protection zone, 

and the cadastral territories of the villages of Kolonica, Ladomirov, Kalná Roztoka, Klenová, and Ruská 

Volová. The total area of Poloniny Dark-Sky Park is 48 519 ha (485.19 km2). The patron of the Park is 

the first Slovak astronaut Col. Ing. Ivan Bella and the partnership organization is Izera Dark-Sky Park. 

Sky quality 
 

The Dark-Sky Park Poloniny region is from the point of view of light pollution the darkest region in Slovakia. 

The mountains prevent the direct visibility of lights from the neighboring towns and villages. In good weather 

(in Europe now rarely visible) objects and phenomena such as zodiacal light, counterglow and zodiacal belt 

can be seen. The average sky brightness in the park is 21.5 mag/arcsec2. Depending on place and 

atmospheric conditions, it varies between 21.3 and 21.7 mag/arcsec2. The appearance of the sky corresponds 

to degree 2 or 3 on the Bortle Dark-Sky Scale. The naked-eye limiting magnitude is usually 7.4 mag. 

Astronomical Observatory 
 

The Astronomical Observatory at Kolonica Saddle is located in the territory of the dark-sky park between 

the villages of Kolonica and Ladomirov. It is a branch of the Vihorlat Observatory Humenné. The main 

 

Poloniny National Park 
 

The Poloniny Dark-Sky Park is located on the territory of the Poloniny National Park, which has 

an exceptionally low density of habitation. As it is also the least frequently visited national park in Slovakia, 

the human influence to its environment is minimal. The Park rests on the borders with Poland and Ukraine. 

There are two neighbouring parks: the Bieszczadzki National Park in Poland and the Uzhanskij National 

Natural Park in Ukraine. Concerning the light pollution, the Poloniny National Park is the darkest area 

in Slovakia. The natural night darkness and the noctural biorhythms of all the living species are not disturbed 

there. Also thanks to this, the abundance of the endemic and endangered species of plants, fungi and animals 

living there is fairly high. Poloniny National Park is the easternmost Slovak national park with vast indigenous 

fir and beech forests and the primeval forests Stužica, Rožok and Havešová, which have been enlisted in 

the UNESCO’s World Heritage List since 2007. There have been sites of European importance NATURA 2000 

in the park since 2004. The park is part of the International Biosphere Reservation the East Carpathians 

declared by UNESCO in 1998, the only one in the world which contains the joined territories of three countries 

(213 211 ha). Wooden temples (tserkovs) of the Byzantine Rite – national cultural monuments – are part 

of the protected area. The oldest are from the 17th century. Some of them still hold Divine Liturgy to this day. 

The highest hill Kremenec (1 208 m) is the easternmost point of Slovakia, where the borders of Ukraine, 

Poland and Slovakia have their common point. 

Asteroid (22469) Poloniny 
 

The asteroid (22469) Poloniny, which was discovered in 1997 

at Astronomical and geophysical observatory in Modra by 

P. Kolény and L. Kornoš, was named after Poloniny Dark-Sky Park. 

One of the authors of the poster 

(Rapavý) with the patron of the Park, 

astronaut Col. Ing. Ivan Bella, who 

proudly wears the badge of Poloniny 

Dark-Sky Park on his overall. 

The discovery photograph of the asteroid 

1997 CP1 (18.8 mag). The bright star is 

SAO 96034 (7.9 mag), the arrow on 

the left points at the comet 119P/Parker-

Hartley. The field of view is 7' × 9'. 
 

Credit: AGO Modra 

(22469) Poloniny = 1997 CP1 = 1998 HN27 
 

Discovered at Modra on 1997-02-02 by P. Koleny and L. Kornos. 
 

Poloniny is the first dark sky protected area in Slovakia, proclaimed on 

2010 December 3, located in the Poloniny National Park. Poloniny is 

a Rhutenian word for pastures and grassland. The park contains 

the astronomical observatory at Kolonica Saddle. The name was 

suggested by the Slovak Union of Amateur Astronomers.  
 

[Ref: Minor Planet Circular No 77502, 2011-12-10] 

Map of Poloniny Dark-Sky Park: 

"Dark-Sky" interesting touristic places 
 

The entrance gateway to the Poloniny is the water reservoir Starina. Building started in 1981. 

3463 inhabitants were gradually evacuated from 769 dwellings from 7 villages. The total surface of the water 

reservoir Starina is 240 ha, the volume is 59.8 million m³. There is a scenic viewpoint above the water 

reservoir Starina. The first information board of Poloniny Dark-Sky Park is near this place. 

The 49th parallel north passes through the Poloniny Dark-Sky Park. Near the village Uličské Krivé is 

a marked point with an information board where it precisely passes. 

"The memorial to the Victims of Light Pollution" is situated in the village Zboj. There are six information 

boards that provide information on the adverse effects of light pollution on humans, animals and plants. 

The educational trail "Under the Dark Sky" is situated near the village Nová Sedlica. The educational trail 

informs about light pollution and the necessity to protect the night environment. Tourists can learn about 

Poloniny, what they can find in the park not only at night but also during the day. The trail is 1 200 m 

(0.75 miles) long and there are five information billboards there as well as innovative educational items, such 

as the web of the Poloniny inhabitants, puzzles in the nature and a quiz on the nature. 

In the Poloniny, there are signposts that indicate the distance to other dark-sky parks in the world. 

Artificial sky brightness in Slovakia by Cinzano et al. (2000). Colours correspond to ratios between the artificial sky 

brightness and the natural sky brightness of: <0.11 (black), 0.11-0.33 (blue), 0.33-1 (green), 1-3 (yellow), 3-9 (orange), 

>9 (red). However, the mountains prevent the direct visibility of lights from the neighboring towns and villages, 

and actually the whole area of Poloniny is located in the "blue" area. [Credit: Cinzano, P., Falchi, F., Elvidge C. D., 2000, 

Mon. Not. R. Astron. Soc., 318, 641-657 (http://www.lightpollution.it/dmsp/)] 

instrument is the VNT – the Vihor-

lat National Telescope with the 

primary mirror of 1 m in diameter. 

There are accommodation oppor-

tunities on the premises of the 

observatory and a planetarium. 

The exceptional quality of the sky 

predestines this observatory for 

mining of scientific data as well 

as for dissemination actions and 

the development of astro-tourism. 
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"Under the Dark Sky" Educational path. 

A scenic viewpoint and an information board of Poloniny Dark-Sky Park above the water reservoir Starina. 

An information board  and a marked point where the 49th parallel passes. The memorial to the Victims of Light Pollution. 

One of a number of signposts. 

A starry sky in the Poloniny Dark-Sky Park. Zodiac light is clearly visible. 


